Solanum sisymbriifolium, also known as "Litchi Tomato" or "Sticky Nightshade," is an 19 undomesticated and poorly researched plant related to potato and tomato. Unlike the latter 20 species, S. sisymbriifolium induces eggs of the cyst nematode, Globodera pallida, to hatch and 21 migrate into its roots, but then arrests further nematode maturation. In order to provide researchers 22 with a partial blueprint of its genetic make-up so that the mechanism of this response might be 23 identified, we used single molecule real time (SMRT) sequencing to compile a high quality de 24 novo transcriptome of 41,189 unigenes drawn from individually sequenced bud, root, stem, and 25 leaf RNA populations. Functional annotation and BUSCO analysis showed that this transcriptome 26 was surprisingly complete, even though it represented genes expressed at a single time point. By 27 sequencing the 4 organ libraries separately, we found we could get a reliable snapshot of transcript 28 distributions in each organ. A divergent site analysis of the merged transcriptome indicated that 29 this species might have undergone a recent genome duplication and re-diploidization. Further 30 analysis indicated that the plant then retained a disproportionate number of genes associated with 31 photosynthesis and amino acid metabolism in comparison to genes with characteristics of R-32 proteins or involved in secondary metabolism. The former processes may have given S. 33 sisymbriifolium a bigger competitive advantage than the latter did. 34 35 60 454 platforms that generate 10's and 100's of millions of short reads from cDNA copies of 61 all of the mRNAs expressed during a given moment of time. Once obtained, these sequences 62
Introduction
Solanum sisymbriifolium (SSI), otherwise known as "litchi tomato", "morelle de 37 Balbis", or "sticky nightshade", is an undomesticated relative of potato and tomato. For more 38 than a decade, SSI has been investigated as a trap-crop (a plant that attracts nematodes but 7 sequencing rather than during sequencing or subsequent computational processing as can be 145 found in Illumina or 454 assemblies (Loman et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2012) . 146 When the SSI transcriptome was analyzed using Mercator (Lohse et al., 2014) , it 147 contained 38.6% unannotated sequences. This was markedly fewer than the percent 148 unannotated sequences of either potato (50.8%) or tomato (46.4%) transcriptomes processed 149 in the same way via Mercator (Supplemental Figure 4) . Other than that, the binned profile 150 of SSI was very similar to the published transcriptomes (Supplemental Figure 3 ) of these 151 plants. This led us to believe that our transcriptome was at least of comparable quality with 152 the working transcriptomes of these two better studied species. 153 PfamScan (Finn et al., 2008) was also used to annotate the domains of the 154 transcriptome. This program uses HMMer (Eddy, 1998) Table 1 ). The reduced number of unannotated sequences 160 found in the SMRT transcriptome might reflect the fact that this set had undergone a 161 conservative reduction to 90% identity. Alternatively, the reduced number of unannotated 162 SSI sequences could have resulted from the fact that we had only sampled the four most 163 frequently studied organs of a "normally" growing plant, that is, plants manifesting a 164 physiological state which has been extensively studied in numerous species, while the STU 165 and SLY transcriptomes were compiled from plants sampled over a much broader range of 166 life-history stages and growth conditions ranging from fruit and tuber development to 167 exposure to biotic and abiotic stresses where the functions of many genes are still under 168 investigation. 169 To further test the quality and completeness of our transcriptome, BUSCO 170 benchmarking (Simão et al., 2015) was performed. The BUSCO database was established to 171 allow researchers to assess the completeness of new genomes or transcriptomes based on the 172 detection of a set of universal, single-copy orthologs. We found 93% intact BUSCO 173 archetypes (889 genes) in the SSI SMRT transcriptome, 30.2% (289) of these were found in 174 multiple copies, while an additional 2.2% (21) of the BUSCO archetypes were present in 175 8 fragments, and 4.8% (46) were missing entirely (Table 2) . These numbers representing genes 176 expressed during a single growth condition of SSI, were only 4.7 percentages different from 177 the numbers of BUSCO archetypes found in the entire SMRT sequenced genome of A. 178 thaliana.
179
SSI has the same number of chromosomes as most other Solanaceae, and does not 180 appear to be polyploid (data not shown), yet the BUSCO analysis showed that SSI had more 181 duplicate copy archetypes than diploid and tetraploid potato. This high number of similar 182 sequences could point to the fact that our transcriptome has not been reduced far enough, or 183 could be one line of evidence that SSI has undergone extensive genome duplication or 184 hybridization in the past. This latter hypothesis was evaluated by divergent gene analysis as 185 has been done with plants such as wheat (Krasileva et al., 2013) . When the program 186 Freebayes (Garrison and Marth, 2012) was run using a defined diploid setting, it output 187 information stating there were genes that had more than 2 alleles or paralogues. We redid the 188 analysis using defined triploid and tetraploid settings and found that even after merging 189 sequences with more than 90% identity using CD-HIT-EST, the SSI transcriptome contained 190 1,348 genes with 3 distinguishable alleles or paralogues and furthermore, 44 genes with 4 191 distinguishable copies (Table 3 ). It was noteworthy that no gene had more than 4 alleles or 192 paralogues. A simple explanation for these multiple gene variants, that would be consistent 193 with the BUSCO analysis, was that SSI underwent a genome duplication followed by 194 diploidization in the past and that over time, some of the duplicated loci acquired additional 195 mutations while other loci were lost. To determine if this proposed duplication was restricted 196 to one chromosome, or one chromosomal arm, the 44 genes with 4 alleles were mapped onto 197 SLY chromosomes (Supplemental Table 2 ). There were "4-allele" genes found on 11 of 12 198 SLY chromosomes which indicated, assuming that genes dispersed in tomato were not linked 199 when the two species diverged, that SSI has undergone a full genome duplication rather than 200 a segmental duplication within one chromosome.
201
Since SSI is not as well-known as other Solaneacae, we employed OrthoMCL v2.0.9 202 (Li et al., 2003) to illustrate some of the common features its gene complement showed with 203 those of other plants. Protein sequences from our SSI transcriptome (translated using the 204 program ESTScan (Iseli et al., 1999) ), and protein sequences from tomato (SLY), potato 205 (STU), eggplant (SME), Arabidopsis thaliana (ATH), papaya (CPA), grapes (VVI), peaches 206 9 (PPE), black cottonwood (PTR), oranges (CSI), alfalfa (MTR), maize (ZMA) and rice (OSA) 207 were merged into 45,234 orthologous groups (gene families). In this set, 6097 orthologous 208 groups were shared by all 13 species (Figure 2) , an overlap well within the range of previous 209 studies ( Yang et al., 2014) . Each species had many additional groups that were not shown in 210 this diagram because they were not shared with all members of this set of plants. 211 Interestingly, even closely related species like SSI, STU, SLY, and SME had hundreds of 212 groups not found in each other. When the annotations of the SSI unique set were compared 213 to the full transcriptome, several functional groups showed a disproportionate increase. It is 214 possible that these disproportionately expanded sets, that included photosynthetic genes, and 215 genes for amino acid and vitamin metabolism (Supplemental Figure 5 ), diverged so much 216 more than groups such as those for cell wall composition, and hormone and secondary 217 metabolism, because expansion of the former traits gave SSI a competitive edge over other 218 species in their habitat. Overall, though, there were fewer groups of genes unique to SSI 219 than unique to STU and SME. As noted previously, this could merely reflect the fact that our 220 data came from a single-point snapshot of only 4 organs and so would have lacked those 221 transcripts specifically expressed during fruit and seed set, germination, senescence, abiotic 222 stress, pathogen attacks, and numerous other stages of a plant's lifecycle.
223
Using highly conserved orthologous genes, i.e. subunits of Rubisco, provisional 224 phylogenies were created for nuclear-encoded and chloroplast-encoded genes using the 225 aforementioned species (data not shown). In doing so, we concluded that nuclear SSI was 226 most closely related to eggplant, which has been noted previously (Särkinen et al., 2015) , 227 while chloroplast SSI was more closely related to tomato. This dichotomy has also been seen 228 by others (Miz et al., 2008) and interpreted to indicate that SSI had undergone an ancient 229 hybridization and afterwards retained the chloroplast genome from one parent, and much of 230 the nuclear genome from another. However, many more SSI genes will have to be compared 231 with the genes of many more South American plants to confirm that this hybridization 232 occurred.
234
Building a snapshot of organ-associated gene expression 235 Since we had maintained separate cDNA pools from individual organs, it was 236 possible to backtrack each sequence within the final transcriptome to obtain a provisional 237 profile of gene expression throughout the plant ( Figure 3A ). This analysis showed that there 238 were 8019 sequences expressed solely in buds, 4957 solely in roots, 5349 solely in leaves, 239 4198 solely in stems, and 7212 sequences expressed in all tissues. That left 11,538 sequences 240 that were expressed in more than one organ but not in all 4.
241
This backtracking allowed us to construct an expression snapshot that showed how 242 different genes were being expressed at the time the organs were harvested. Using several 243 in-house Python scripts, we recorded the number of reads for genes that had common 244 annotations for several different physiological processes.
245
A set of light-harvesting complex genes (LHC-I) were predictably found in aerial 246 organs with few exceptions ( Figure 3B ), demonstrating that the backtracking program could 247 extract biologically useful information about sequences with specified characteristics from 248 the merged transcriptome. In order to determine if this kind of analysis of SMRT sequences 249 could categorize the expression of very different sets of genes, we constructed an inter-organ 250 expression profile of genes that encoded both a leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain together 251 and a nucleotide binding (NB-ARC) domain ( Figure 3C ), a pairing frequently found in 252 pathogen resistance genes (R-genes). This profile of R-gene prevalence in SSI, potato, and 253 tomato indicated that there was a reduction of these genes in the SMRT transcriptome 254 compared to the other two species (Table 4 ). Three of these potential R-genes were then 255 assayed by semi-quantitative PCR (primers found in Supplemental Table 3 ) and quantified 256 using a sample of cDNA from the same pool that had been sequenced, and a sample from an 257 independently-prepared, unsequenced cDNA pool ( Figure 4 ). In order to assess whether a 258 SMRT data set could be a reliable indicator of gene expression, both the in silico and PCR 259 measurements of gene expression were normalized in kind to an actin sequence (Ssi032526).
260
The physical measurements of expression of two of the three genes matched the expression 261 snapshot extremely well, but the third gene (Ssi038051) was more abundant in stems and 262 buds than expected based on its SMRT expression snapshot. This confirms that whole 263 transcriptome snapshots can provide a provisional picture of organ differences in gene 264 expression, but further shows that the expression of each gene of interest needs to be verified 265 biologically, most usefully by multiple independent tests. The creation of a de novo transcriptome necessitates massive amounts of follow-up 268 analyses, both in silico and biologically, to estimate its reliability. 269 We initially employed both Illumina and 454 sequencing (data not shown) in order 270 to compensate for the different kinds of errors to which each method was prone (Luo et al., 271 2012). Screening this assembly with genes randomly selected from an SSI cDNA library 272 revealed that 20% of these genes failed to match any of the assembled sequences in this 273 database (Supplemental Figure 2A) , and of those that matched, 40% appeared to be chimeric 274 (Supplemental Figure 2B) . In contrast, all of these cDNAs were found in our SMRT 275 sequenced transcriptome and few were patently chimeric ( Figure 1 ).
276
A number of factors are known to exasperate misassembly including the presence of 277 large gene families and of repeatedly occurring kmers in the dataset (Moreton et al., 2015) .
278
Even though we did not sequence the SSI genome, we found 4 lines of evidence indicating 279 that it might be complex enough to pre-dispose our transcriptome to these kinds of assembly 280 mistakes. First, the nuclear DNA content of SSI was larger than most diploid Solanaceae, 281 roughly the same size as a tetraploid potato (Supplemental Figure 1) . Second, divergent gene 282 analysis indicated that the SSI transcriptome was unusually complex and contained 3 and 4 283 distinguishable alleles for many genes (Table 3) . Third, there were only 67 putative R-genes, 284 that is, genes containing a nucleotide binding domain (NB-ARC) and a leucine-rich repeat 285 domain (LRR), in the SMRT sequenced dataset compared to the 309 in STU, and 137 in 286 STU (Table 4 ). Finally, an unusually high percentage of the BUSCO gene set were present 287 in multiple copies in SSI even though our transcriptome could only consist of a portion of 288 all the genes that are likely to be encoded in its DNA (Table 2) . One model consistent with 289 these 4 facts was that SSI had, sometime in the past, undergone a partial or complete genome 290 duplication. Over time, as diploidy was re-established, some of the duplicated alleles or 291 paralogues diverged, while others were lost. Nevertheless, enough of the expanded gene 292 families remained to confound the alignment programs that tried to differentiate between 293 their members. While these kinds of errors might be correctable with the use of other 294 assembly programs, we chose, instead to create an assembly-independent transcriptome 295 using SMRT technology.
296
At the moment, SMRT technology does not provide the sequence coverage or depth 297 12 that can be obtained with Illumina or 454 sequencing. In order to increase our chances of 298 sampling uncommon organ-specific transcripts, we prepared independent cDNA pools from 299 4 organs of the plant.
Using an in-house script 300 (https://github.com/AlexWixom/Transcriptome_scripts), we were able to increase the value 301 of the final library by generating expression snapshots for genes of interest in each organ.
302
These expression snapshots are no substitute for a more thorough RNA-seq study, but they 303 do provide a preliminary assessment of a plant's biology at the time of harvest. Using these 304 snapshots, we recognized different patterns of expression of individual LHC-1 genes ( Figure   305 3B) within the photosynthetic parts of the plant. We also saw that 2 of the 3 R-genes re-306 examined by PCR showed the same expression pattern in two independent RNA and cDNA 307 preparations as found in the transcriptome itself ( Figure 4) . Thus, in the absence of RNA-308 seq studies or experimental evidence for the role of a specific locus, this kind of library 309 assembly could be used to direct researchers to the subset of R-genes most likely responsible 310 for the resistance in a given organ. 
Genome size estimation by Flow Cytometry

352
Healthy green leaf tissues were collected from SSI plantlets growing in vitro.
353
Roughly 1 cm 2 (0.01g or less) of leaf was chopped in 1mL ice cold LB01 buffer for 1. for the leaf tissues, 9 for the stem tissues, and 12 for the bud tissues for a total of 47 Figure 5 for gene ontology bins for the SSI 611 unique groups, and Supplemental Table 4 for sources of datasets. 
